
ADVANCED PROPHETIC MINISTRY 202
LESSON 1: INTRODUCTION VIDEO

LESSON NOTES

Welcome to Advanced Prophetic 202!

I’m Ken Fish and I will be your instructor for this class.

In our last class, Advanced Prophetic 201, we learned  about:
● The function of prophetic ministry under the Old Covenant and the different types of Old

Testament prophets
● God’s desire from the beginning of time for all people to prophesy and be taught by Him

directly
● The function of prophecy under the New Covenant and how the simple gift of prophecy

differs from the office of a prophet
● The necessity of walking in godly character for healthy prophetic ministry
● The pitfalls and mistakes of biblical prophets, and how to avoid them by analyzing case

studies on their unique leadership and ministries

In Advanced Prophetic Ministry 202 we will go further. You will learn:
● Different models of prophecy including: prophetic dialogue, the calling of witnesses,

oracles, decrees of punishment and hope, calls to justice, critiques of national and
international situations, prophetic song and prayer, prophetic actions, and ecstatic
experiences

● Ways to test prophecy
● The importance of intimacy, secrecy, and stewarding your prophetic words
● How to grow in levels of revelation and ecstatic experiences with God
● The importance of prophetic maturation in both gifting and character
● How to hear God personally and the processes of giving and receiving prophetic words

with others

APPLICATION

Ask God to prepare your heart and mind to receive and retain all that you’re about to learn. Tell
God what your questions about the prophetic are. In which forms of prophetic ministry are you
hoping to expand yourself in? Who do you hope to share your growing knowledge and prophetic
experiences with? Who will you pour into or disciple after this course?
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